Safety
coaching
Bringing in the drama
Taking out the crisis
Who should attend?
This intensive 2 day programme is suitable for Supervisors and first line Managers
who wish to develop their safety coaching skills to a higher level.
Our Safety Coaching course is high impact, with immediate benefits, and the
one that always makes a big difference to our clients’ businesses.
Our team has the unrivalled expertise and experience necessary to transform
the engagement skills of your key people.

Key Topics:

Key Benefits:

By the end of the programme participants will:

The transferable benefits of this programme are:



have explored the behavioural / systemic root
causes of unsafe acts within their own
workplace



increased Supervisory visibility in the
workplace



increased pro-active feedback



understand the principles and application of
safety coaching for building a sustainable safety
culture



an increase in the quality and quantity of onsite safety conversations



understand the difference between process and
personal safety



an increase of the quality and quantity of
recorded unsafe acts and conditions



have developed strategies for tackling difficult
safety related conversations



the development of coaching skills
transferable to many aspects of people
management



have formulated concrete actions for addressing
safety related issues within their own work site



the identification of not only personal but
process safety issues within the workplace



have demonstrated their capabilities by
conducting observed live on-site safety coaching
conversations

Onsite Safety Coaching

“Macnaughton McGregor is a tried and tested
company with powerful results. Once you have seen
them in action and the difference they make, there is
no going back. You will wish you had brought them in
earlier.”
Jason Woodward, HSSEQ Manager, Svitzer Europe

If classroom learning is not effectively transferred to the work place, positive
change will be a slow and fractured process.
On day 2 of the programme we coach participants conducting real safety
conversations within their own working environment in order to build confidence
and support positive commitment. This allows the workshop skills to be translated
into tangible workplace practice.
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